
Basic Boxers
Boxers with three alternatives for waist height and three 

alternatives for leg length 
Size XS-XXXXL

This pattern is copyrighted by Made by Runi. You may print out copies of the PDF for your own private use. You 
may not sell, exchange, or share this pattern in any form. You may not copy the printed pattern or the PDF file to 

share with others. Sales of finished garments made from this pattern are allowed on a small scale.
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Fabric Requirements:
Seam allowance is not included in this pattern and the fabric amount is based on fabric which is 150 cm wide. 
Don’t forget to account for the seam allowance and eventual shrinkage of the fabric if you’re ordering according 
to these measurements. In addition to this, account for underwear elastic if you choose to use that instead of a 
waist cuff made of jersey.

Before you begin:
Read through everything before you start your project.
Seam allowance is not included, add to all places where two parts are sewn together.  
I add a 6mm seam allowance because I use an overlock with a 5mm wide seam. 
Stretch fabrics such as cotton jersey are recommended for this pattern. 
Pre-wash all fabrics in order to avoid shrinkage and colour bleeding.
Measure the test square on the first page of the pattern to make sure it’s been correctly printed out.
It should be exactly 4x4 cm (or 2x2”)

Use the latest version of Adobe Reader.

You need:
Sewing machine
Scissors
Thread
Sewing needle suitable for the fabric you chose (for in the sewing machine)
Wonder clips or pins
Fabric
Measuring tape
Underwear elastic
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Tape together the pattern as illustrated to 
the right.
Tips: Cut off the upper and left edges on 
each sheet.
Match up the lines and the triangles so as to 
make a diamond between each sheet.
Do not cut out any pattern pieces until 
you’ve put together the entire pattern.

When you’re going to print, make sure the 
printer settings “Actual size” and “Auto 
portrait/landscape” are selected.
The file can be printed out on A4 or Letter.

It is possible to print out specific sizes with the “layer” function 
in acrobat. 
Press the “Layer” button.
Deselect the sizes you don’t want to print out, but keep the last 
layer in the list.
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More pictures of finished garments are posted regularly on:

Instagram: @madebyruni (please use #madebyruni when you post your garments sewn with 
my patterns)

Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/madebyruni/
  https://www.facebook.com/groups/madebyruni

All of my patterns are available for purchase at www.madebyruni.com and several of 
them are even available as printed patterns if you prefer them over PDF files.

There are several more tutorials on different steps and alternatives for my 
patterns available at  www.patternsbyruni.wordpress.com
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Before you cut
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Choice of model
This is an underwear pattern made up of two different pattern
pieces and either a waist cuff made of jersey of underwear elastic
at the waist.

Choice of size
Use the measurement table and choose a size from the size of the hips. This pattern is constructed for people who
are 175-195 cm tall and has space for a penis or packing.

Suitable material
This pattern is designed for tricot fabrics. Thinner tricot fabrics are the most suitable fabrics for this pattern, ie,
cotton jersey, viscose jersey or bamboo lycra. For the waist you can use either a jersey cuff or underwear elastic.

Seam allowance and hem
The seam allowance and hem are not included in the pattern and need to be added on before you sew. How much
seam allowance you add on depends on how far from the fabric’s edge you sew. It’s very important to not add too
much or too little seam allowance, since it can otherwise affect the size of the final garment. Ex.; if you add 1 cm
seam allowance when you cut out the pattern pieces and then only sew 0,7 cm from the edge, you will widen the
garment by 6mm at every seam.
The seam allowance should be added to all the places where two pieces get sewn together with a seam, even at the
incisions on the penis part’s pattern pieces. Add for the hem along the leg endings.

Other
In this tutorial I’m going to sew a pair of underwear that have a cuff on the waist and a pair where I sew underwear
elastic onto the waist.
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Pieces
Pattern pieces for the legs x2 (Mirrored, one right and one left)
Penis pouch x2

Pieces
Waist cuff x1 (Cut out according to the measurement provided on the
pattern sheet)
or
Underwear elastic x1 (Cut out according to the measurement provided on
the pattern sheet)

Sew the incision on the penis pouch

I start by sewing the incisions on each of the two parts of the penis
pouch. I’ve chosen two different fabrics. The fabric with the stars will be
on the inside of the underwear (the lining) and the fabric with the brush
strokes will be on the outside of the underwear (outer fabric).

Made by Runi ©2020

Cut out the pieces

In this pattern, none of the pieces should be cut out against the fold, so
all of the pieces can be cut out from one layer of fabric. However, all the
pieces will be cut out as two mirrored parts. This is done more easily by
cutting them out from folded fabric. The pieces do not need to be placed
against the fold.
This is illustrated in the picture of the pattern pieces for the legs and the
penis pouch. The seam allowance should be added to all the places
where two pieces get sewn together with a seam, and add for the hem
along the leg endings.
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Sew the incision on the penis pouch – Pin together the incision
The incisions are sewn on the penis pouch in order to get a nice fit.
Start by folding the pattern piece, right sides together, so that the
edges of the incision come together. Pin and sew where I’ve marked
with clips.

Sew the incision on the penis pouch – Sewn together, close-up photo
I’ve chosen to sew the incision with a straight stretch stitch on my
household sewing machine. In order to avoid a pointy end on the
finished incision, it’s a good idea to try to ”sew off the fabric”, don’t sew
abruptly off at a sharp angle, rather gradually approach the edge of the
fabric and sew at a narrow angle.

Sew the incision on the penis pouch – Pin together the incision
Pin together the other incision and sew it together the same way
as earlier described.

Sew the incision on the penis pouch - Sewn together
This is how the two pattern pieces for the penis pouch look when
the incisions are sewn.

Made by Runi ©2020
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Add the hem onto the leg endings

Now we will hem the leg endings of the underwear. How wide of a hem you
choose is a matter of personal taste, I’ve chosen to add 2,5 cm for the hem.
Since the edge isn’t straight, it’s important to remember to add a mirrored
hem. The hem is the part that’s under the red dashed line. I’ve marked the
mirrored part with yellow squares. It’s important that the edges are mirrored,
otherwise the hem won’t fit inside the leg ending when you fold it in.

Add the hem onto the leg endings – Press the hem
Optional. In order to facilitate the hem, I press the hem with an iron before I
sew together the underwear. I have added 2,5 cm for the hem on each leg end-
ing, so I fold in 2,5 cm against the leg piece’s wrong side and press with an
iron. I do the same for both of the leg endings.

Sew on the penis pouch - Pieces
For these underwear, the penis pouch is lined and will be sewn together so
that the seams between the penis pouch and the pattern pieces for the legs end
up between the layers of fabric. I’m going to sew one leg first against both of
the penis pouch layers. The front crotch seam which is marked with a yellow
asterisk should be sewn onto the penis pouch.

Sew on the penis pouch – The outer layer of the penis pouch right side up
The two pattern pieces for the penis pouch and the pattern piece for the legs
will be pinned and sewn together piled on top of each other. Start by placing
the part of the penis pouch that will be the outer layer right side up (marked
with a blue asterisk).
In the following photos I will place the garment in the same position, so the
pattern piece for the penis pouch’s outer layer will always be in the same
place, even when it’s covered by the other layers of fabric.

Made by Runi ©2020
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Sew on the penis pouch – Pin the leg onto the penis pouch
Pin the leg onto the penis pouch along the front crotch seam (marked with a
yellow asterisk). Pin both pieces right sides together.
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Basic Boxer

Sew on the penis pouch – Pin the lining of the penis pouch onto the leg
Pin the lining of the penis pouch onto the leg’s front crotch seam. The
penis pouch’s lining (marked with a red asterisk) should be placed right
side against the leg’s wrong side.

In the photo, there are 3 layers pinned together; the outer layer of the
penis pouch, the leg, and the lining of the penis pouch.
Sew where I’ve marked with clips.

Sew on the penis pouch – Sewn together
This is how it should look when the seam is sewn. Now the next leg will
be sewn onto the other side of the penis pouch. Fold out the lining of the
penis pouch so that the right side ends up outward (marked with a red
asterisk).

Sew on the penis pouch – Roll up the leg’s pattern piece
To get to the penis pouch’s outer layer (marked with a blue asterisk) I
roll or fold together the leg’s pattern piece as shown in the photo. Now
the two un-sewn edges of the penis pouch are visible and it is between
these edges that the other pattern piece for the leg will be pinned and
sewn.

*

*

*

*

*
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Sew on the penis pouch - Pin the leg onto the penis pouch
Now the front crotch seam of the pattern piece for the other leg get
pinned fast (marked with a yellow asterisk).

Sew on the penis pouch - Pin the leg onto the penis pouch
Pin the leg against the penis pouch’s lining piece along the front crotch seam
(marked with a yellow asterisk). The leg’s pattern piece should be pinned with
the wrong side placed against the right side of the penis pouch’s lining.

Sew on the penis pouch - Roll up the leg’s pattern piece
To be able to pin the penis pouch’s outer layer along with the other
leg’s front crotch seam you need to roll or fold up the pattern piece for
the other leg. Fold up the leg so much that you can see the penis
pouch’s outer layer (marked with a blue asterisk).

Sew on the penis pouch – Pin the penis pouch onto the leg
Fold over the penis pouch’s outer layer so that you can pin it onto the
front crotch seam. The penis pouch’s outer layer should be placed right
side against the leg’s right side along the crotch seam. So in the photo
there are three layers of fabric pinned together; the penis pouch’s outer
layer, the other leg, and the lining of the penis pouch. Both of the pat-
tern pieces for the legs should lay on the inside of the penis pouch. Sew
where I’ve marked with clips. Be careful that you don’t catch the folded
up legs in the seam by mistake.

Made by Runi ©2020

*
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*

*

*

*
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Sew on the penis pouch – Sewn together
This is how it looks when the penis pouch is sewn.
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Sew on the penis pouch – Turn the underwear right side out
Now we will turn the underwear so that they’re right side out. Do this
by pulling the legs out through the top of the penis pouch.

Sew on the penis pouch - Sewn together, right side
This is how the underwear should look from the right side when the
penis pouch is sewn onto both of the pattern pieces for the legs.

Sew on the penis pouch - Sewn together, wrong side
This is how it should look from the wrong side.

*
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Topstitch

Optional. To get nice flat seams, I stitch down the seam allowance by
sewing a stretch seam 4-5 mm from the edge between the sewn together
pieces. I use a straight stretch stitch, but it works just as well to use a
twin needle, cover stitch, or a narrow zigzag. I’m sewing from the right
side of the penis pouch’s outer layer, through the seam allowance and
the penis pouch’s lining.

Topstitch around the penis pouch - Sewn together
This is how it looks when it’s topstitched.

The next step is to sew the back crotch seam.

Sew the rear crotch seam

Now we will sew the back crotch seam. Fold the underwear right
sides together and pin the back crotch seam. Sew where I’ve marked
with clips.

Sew the rear crotch seam - Sewn together
This is how it looks when the back crotch seam is sewn.

Made by Runi ©2020
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Sew together the inner leg seam

The next step is to sew together the inner leg seam.

Made by Runi ©2020

Basic Boxer

Sew together the inner leg seam

Place the underwear so that the right sides are together and pin
together the inner leg seam, from one leg ending to the other. Sew
where I’ve marked with clips.

Hem the leg endings – Fold in the leg endings
Now we will hem the leg endings. I fold in the 2,5 cm hem that I’ve
added against the leg’s wrong side. I pressed the hems earlier so they’re
easier to fold up. You can hold the hem in place with pins or clips.

Hem the leg endings – Sewn down the hem
Sew the hem with your choice of stretch stitch, zigzag, twin needle, decora-
tive stitch, or cover stitch.

Sew 2.5 cm from the folded edges where I’ve marked with clips.
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Hem the leg endings - Sewn together
This is how it looks when the leg endings are hemmed.

The last step is to finish the waist opening, by sewing either a cuff made
of jersey or by sewing on underwear elastic. In this tutorial I will show
you both alternatives.

Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey

On this pair I will sew a waist cuff made of jersey. The cuff is cut out
according to the measurements provided on the pattern sheet, along
with the added on seam allowance.

Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey – Sew the waist cuff into a circle
Fold the jersey strip right sides together, so that the short sides meet.
Sew together the cuff where I’ve marked with clips.

Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey – Fold the cuff
Now we will fold the waist cuff so that the seam we just sewed ends up
on the inside of the folded cuff. Fold the cuff so that the long sides of
the jersey strip meet, the cuff should be folded so that the wrong side is
against the finished cuff’s inside. The end result will be a tube formed
cuff which is two layers of jersey with the right sides out.

Made by Runi ©2020
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Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey – Mark up the cuff
To be able to pin the cuff evenly onto the waist opening, I mark 4
points with clips, with equal distance in between each point. Do the
same thing with the underwear’s waist opening by placing a clip at
the back crotch seam, one in the middle front of the penis pouch,
and one on each side.

Made by Runi ©2020
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Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey – Turn the underwear inside out
Turn the underwear so that they’re inside out, and turn the cuff so that the
folded edge ends up upside down towards the underwear, just like in the
photo.

Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey – Pin the cuff in the waist opening
Place the cuff inside the underwear so that the edges end up right sides
together with the edge of the waist opening. Pin it on by matching the
markings that we made earlier on the waist cuff, with the markings on
the waist opening. I place the waist cuff’s seam against the back crotch
seam.

Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey - Pin the cuff in the waist opening
Add a few extra clips in order to get the waist cuff evenly distributed. Sew
the waist cuff where I’ve marked with clips. You may stretch the waist
cuff as you’re sewing, but do not stretch the underwear.
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Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey - Sewn together
This is how it looks when the waist cuff is sewn.

Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey - Topstitch
Optional. To get nice flat seams, I stitch down the seam allowance by
sewing a stretch seam 4-5 mm from the edge between the sewn together
pieces. I use a straight stretch stitch, but it works just as well to use a
twin needle, cover stitch, or a narrow zigzag. I’m sewing from the right
side and through the seam allowance which is pressed against the wrong
side.

Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey - Sewn together
This is how the underwear look when they’re finished.

How to sew on the underwear elastic

On this pair I will sew underwear elastic. There are several different
ways to do this, but I will use a similar technique as to what we used for
the waist cuff. The length of the elastic you will need will depend on
how stretchy the elastic is. A harder elastic needs to be longer than a
softer elastic, but as a rule of thumb, the measurement on the pattern
sheet can be used.

Made by Runi ©2020
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Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey – Sew the elastic into a circle
Fold the elastic right sides together, so that the short sides meet. Sew
where I’ve marked with clips.

Made by Runi ©2020
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Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey - Sewn together
I sew together the elastic with an ordinary straight stitch on the
household sewing machine, make sure to attach it extremely well at
the beginning and end of the seam and sew a few times along the
same place in order to get a more durable seam.

Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey – Attach the elastic’s seam allowance
To get a nice flat seam on the underwear’s elastic, I press apart the seam
allowance and attach it with a stitch which I’ve marked with yellow lines.

Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey – Mark the elastic
To be able to pin the cuff evenly onto the waist opening, I mark four

points with clips, with equal distance in between each point. Do the
same thing with the underwear’s waist opening by placing a clip at
the back crotch seam, one in the middle front of the penis pouch,
and one on each side.
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Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey – Turn the underwear inside out
Turn the underwear inside out. If the elastic is patterned, turn the
elastic so that the pattern is upside down when you pin it, just like in
the picture.

Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey – Pin elastic in the waist opening
Place the elastic inside the underwear so that the edge ends up right
sides together with the edge of the waist opening. Pin it on by
matching the markings that we made earlier on the elastic, with the
markings on the waist opening. I place the elastic’s seam against the
back crotch seam.

Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey - Pin elastic in the waist opening
Add a few extra clips in order to get the elastic evenly distributed. Sew
the elastic where I’ve marked with clips. You may stretch the elastic as
you’re sewing, but do not stretch the underwear.

Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey - Sewn together
This is how it looks when the elastic is sewn onto the underwear.

Made by Runi ©2020
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Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey - Topstitch
Optional. To get nice flat seams, I stitch down the seam allowance by
sewing a stretch seam 4-5 mm from the edge between the sewn
together pieces. I use a straight stretch stitch, but it works just as well
to use a twin needle, cover stitch, or a narrow zigzag. I’m sewing from
the right side and through the seam allowance which is pressed against
the wrong side.
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Sew on a waist cuff made of jersey – Sewn together
This is how the underwear look when they’re finished.

Finished!

The fabrics used for these underwear are from Silent Hills Textiles.

The sewing machines used for this tutorial are from JUKI Sverige.

Tutorial by: Helena Persson, Skurkan
Tutorial translated to English by: Jenna Lee Iwanchuk


